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EXPANSION of the workplaces at KOKS Special Products
A s we already reported in the previous Courier also as a result of the improving economy the demand for special vehicles has significantly increased. The credo ‘Not just harvest, but particularly sow’ made Gerard Koks Sr decide to significantly expand the number
of workplaces. Under the supervision of his granddaughters Megan and Madelon the foundation stone for this expansion at the
Diamantweg in Alkmaar was laid on 1 September last.

This foundation stone gave the green light
for an expansion of no less than 1,500 m2.
This is all required to be able to optimally

Preface
A family business can be
a beautiful management form.
An increase is, however,
indispensable. Most readers probably know that
Gerard Jr, Rick and Lisanne
are already employed within the company.
Last comer Stefanie will probably join us after
her studies.
On this page you can see how a part of the
third generation drove in the first pile of our
workplace expansion in Alkmaar. At the time
this edition went to the press other grandchildren also first saw the light of day. It is
with pride and pleasure that I introduce them
to you. Lesley is the sister of Megan and Boyd is
the brother of Madelon.
The reassuring thing to us, as mother and
father, is that the children are fully supported
within the company by expert and involved
colleagues, at the operating companies but
also at the holding, on which they can continue
building.
As you can see, everything is in motion, however, during this turbulent period things will
not be different to you as a relation. We try
to anticipate this as good as possible, through
the expansion of our establishments as also
through product innovations.
Thank you very much for your attention and
I wish you a lot of reading pleasure!
Gerard Koks Sr

harmonise the demand and offer.
Furthermore, technical developments and
far-reaching innovations require an adjustment and expansion of the number of
workplaces. It is expected that the new
construction can be taken into use at the

start of January 2008. We not only hope to
be able to better serve our customers, but
also to manufacture even more vehicles.

ITEV-MGM:
youngest ‘daughter’ of the KOKS Group
M id 2007 the KOKS Group has incorporated ITEV-MGM S.A. in
Belgium. By this, following the take-over of MGM B.V.B.A., the
KOKS Group seizes the opportunity to expand and evolve the
sales activities in the Walloon provinces from Ittre.

The team of Mobile General Maintenance
(MGM) has integrally been taken over. Its
many years’ experience and expertise in
service and maintenance activities on all
sorts of vehicles from the cleaning and security lines of business are quite valuable.
Apart from the continuation of these activities
ITEV-MGM will also aim at the sale of new

domestic refuse trucks, sweepers, sewer cleaning trucks, fire ladders and aerial access
platforms in the Walloon provinces and
Northern France. ITEV-MGM will also be
active in Flanders by assisting its ‘sister’ ITEV
N.V. in Eke-Nazareth and by delivering
equipment, maintenance and service to fire
departments and aerial access customers.

Quick
TUBE DETECTOR

TRACING ‘dead’ PIPE LINES

Following the success of the Navitrack II
and the Navitrack Scout, ROM introduces

Do

you have issues tracing pipe lines

with no or little reflection and so called
‘dead’ lines?

the new SR-20 tube detector.

Then the new ST-Q33 long distance transmitter
of ROM offers the solution. This light-weight
transmitter sends a powerful signal to underground pipe lines. In combination with the
SR-20 tube detector this long distance transmitter is the solution to quickly and accurately
trace all pipe lines and cables.

ITEV shows off ROM MOBILE
A s there is also a considerable demand for ROM products in Belgium, ITEV actively
wanted to anticipate this. This explains why the establishment in Belgium disposes
of a ‘demo trailer’ from Barneveld.

In addition to the easy detection of probes,
the unique SR-20 also offers the possibility
to quickly and correctly detect underground
tubes. The device looks for pipe lines and
cables for electricity, water, gas, telephone
and data communication. With the SR-20
you will have more options and the user
friendliness is preserved.

This trailer is equipped with all sorts of
products for sewer cleaning made by RidgidKollmann and Kummert. With this, ITEV
can go on ‘tour’ in its own country to promote these products. For interested parties
it will also be possible to immediately test
the efficient functioning. Would you also
like this? Then feel free to contact us at
+32 (0)9 211 12 78.

HIGH PRESSURE TRAILERS ‘quartet’
At

present

the

fourth

Ibka

high

pressure trailer, manufactured by KOKS
Ridderkerk, is driving around in Europe.
Ibka uses its equipment for cleaning
works

during

shut-downs

at

large

refineries in Europe.

Just as the three previous trailers, this 3-axle
vehicle of 13½ metres consists of four compartments: a sound insulating high pressure
room for the PLC controlled high pressure
installation (Woma D 550 Z P 45) and the
aggregate, a workplace, a room for the hot
water installation (1,000 bar, 250 l/min.,
950C) and a storage room for the bundling
cleaning machine and other tools. Different are
the bypass water filling, the stainless steel protective plates, the partial insulation of the workplace and the double capacity of the water
tank. Also the height of the rear storage box
has changed so that the ‘colossus’ can get on
the ferry to England without any difficulties.

Optifant 70 NEW IN THE RENTAL FLEET
The Optifant 70, purchased by AQ-RENT Belgium, renders the rental fleet of sweepers
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complete and ready for this time of the year.

Up in the clouds with
AERIAL PLATFORMS
of Ruthmann
In almost twenty years ITEV-MGM (formerly known as MGM B.V.B.A.) has gained a
great deal of experience in maintenance
and service activities on aerial access
platforms of various brands. For example

The sweeper is equipped with left and right
sweeping system. With the weed brush
assembled to the front you can easily remove
persistent dirt and you will consequently also
dispose of a wide radius of action. Would
you like to rent the Optifant 70 or are you
interested in renting other sweepers, narrow
track refuse collection vehicles, high-pressure

units, vacuum or dry substances trucks?
Then call our Planning Department in
Alkmaar (NL) at +31 (0)72 540 66 99 or in
Eke-Nazareth (B) at +32 (0)9 211 12 78.
If you want to rent the best cleaning equipment, AQ-RENT will take care of everything
for you… fast, good and economical!

First KOKS-ZAGRO is on the RAILS!

This fall KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek
delivered the first KOKS-Zagro MercedesBenz Sprinter with rail wheel guidance
system to VolkerRail Materieel.

This vehicle is equipped with an installation to
thermite weld rails and can flexibly be used
as a two-way vehicle on the road as well as

on rails. The vehicle is used at the branche of
VolkerRail in Alkmaar.

quite successful on aerial access platforms
of the German brand Ruthmann.

The successful cooperation between ITEVMGM and Ruthmann has finally resulted in a
exclusive partnership for the sale and service
in Belgium. This German market leader has
existed for over a hundred years and stands
for quality, durability, professionalism and
reliability. Annually Ruthmann manufactures about three hundred aerial access platforms, varying from 10 to 100 metres, for,
among others, electricity suppliers, television
companies, publicity companies and service
companies for public works. Also in Belgium
various public administrations and service
providers have relied on the quality of Ruthmann aerial access platforms for many years.
With the know-how of the KOKS Group and
the unconditional support of Ruthmann, ITEVMGM will do everything possible to be the
ideal partner for all its customers in Belgium.

ROADMASTER again a BIG SUCCES
In the last Courier you could read about our imminent introduction of the KOKS-Bucher

1st EXI HOT WATER
HIGH PRESSURE
CLEANER

Roadmaster. Since this renewed introduction five truck-mounted sweepers in various
variations have been delivered by or assigned to KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek.

The

first Woma ET600 hot water high

pressure cleaner in the Netherlands
delivered by KOKS Ridderkerk belongs
to the sewer unblocking company Groeneveld in Werkendam.

The foundation of the Roadmaster provides
you with the choice between a completely
hydrostatic edition and a model with a auxiliary engine. Then the possibility exists to
increase the tank volume to 7.5 m3 and 1,750
litres of water. This makes the Roadmaster an
economical alternative for the Omnifant 80.

Furthermore, you can expand with a vehiclewide exhauster behind the rear axle (volume water = 7 – 2,250). This version can be equipped
with high pressure systems with various capacities to, among others, clean business premises
and roads. On the picture you can see the latter
mentioned variant with an extra water tank.

The Woma ET600 is a mobile cleaning unit
with an operating pressure of 600 bar, a
flow of 28 l/min. and a water temperature
of 950C. In a standard manner we deliver
this high pressure cleaner in accordance with
the SIR directives. Particular is, however, that
this involves the first EXI approved unit. Since
the delivery, Groeneveld has been using this
ET600 to its full satisfaction among others to
clean and remove grease from small sewers.
Nice detail is the execution in the own company colours.

SUCTION/DREDGE MACHINES of MTS
KOKS Special Products obtained the representation of MTS suction/dredge machines
for the Benelux.

The equipment of MTS well suits the product
range of KOKS Special Products. The market
is well-known to us and we are not unfamiliar

with the technique. Suction/dredge machines are mainly used for earthworks when
tubes, cables, sewerages and roots are to

be dug up. In brief: this equipment will not
have a problem getting anything processed
in the ground to the surface which cannot
get damaged during the digging. The suction
system operates with ventilators and sucks
large holes in the ground at a tremendous
air speed. We will be pleased to provide
you with more information or take care of a
demonstration. One telephone call suffices:
+31 (0)72 540 66 99.

PRACTICAL
transportation, loading and unloading
The
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cooperation between Ruthmann and ITEV-MGM leads to particularly practical

vehicles which significantly simplify the transportation, loading and unloading of heavy
loads.

The Ruthmann Cargoloader and Flexiloader
dispose of an ingenious system for loading
and unloading whereby the loading platform
of the vehicle can go down to the ground
and up to 1.6 metres above the ground. Moreover, the unique application of ‘exchangeable
containers’, equipped with for example a
high pressure or an anti-graffiti system,
renders the vehicle suitable for various purposes. This ‘exchange principle’ can also well be
used by fire departments and civil protection.
Hospitals, for example, use this multi-functional
vehicle on the one hand to collect the laundry
and on the other to distribute hot meals.
We cannot include all of the numerous possibilities in this Courier. However, you can
always contact ITEV-MGM for more information and demonstrations.

Production at EUROM THRIVES!
As of the beginning of 2007 the production of EUROM has increased by 60%.
As a result of this significant growth
EUROM is compelled to outsource a part
of the production.

Nowadays not only semi-finished products/
components but also complete products of a
very high quality are manufactured by
EUROM. At the new, very sophisticated, Product Development Department the most
beautiful machines are created whereby a
good price to quality ratio, optimum user
convenience and contemporary design are
important starting points.

Stylish semi-permanent SANITARY SOLUTION
ROM is proud to present the unique semi-permanent sanitary facility Nomade. This concept is already a big
success in France and ROM now wants to conquer the market in the Benelux.

The Nomade is an ecological, mobile and
independently operating toilet facility which is
also accessible to disabled persons. The ramp,
the closable door and the self-cleaning, decontaminating toilet seat are part of the standard
edition. You can select an autonomous unit or

one which can be connected to the sewer.
Thanks to the three integrated hoisting eyes
the Nomade can easily be (re-)moved and is
thus ideal for use on the beach, in cities, villages and forests. The design is characterised
by durability, space and comfort.

‘COMBI’ ROM and KOKS scores
With

fifteen branches in the Netherlands Van der Velden Rioleringsbeheer is one of the largest professional service providers

in this line of business. For investments in its vehicle and equipment fleet it found equal and reliable partners in ROM and KOKS.

Professional and sound advice, the wide
range and the positive mentality of all the
companies of the KOKS Group were a
decisive factor in placing the order for six
Ecopacts and four combis.

With the ROM Ecopacts Van der Velden has
one of the most compact and user friendly
built-in sewer cleaning machines. A top-class
piece of equipment with a perfect price to
quality ratio.
Every spot is used on the four tank-in tank
combis built by KOKS Special Products.

NOZZLE BOX offers a lot of convenience
The

KOKS nozzle box has been a big

success since it’s introduction at the
Industrial Maintenance trade fair.

KOKS Ridderkerk has created three different boxes: the high pressure rotating polishing nozzle box (1,000 bar), the high
pressure rotating drill nozzle box (1,000
bar) and the rotating standard sewer nozzle box (350 bar). This way you will have
everything within reach in one box:
nozzles, tools, seals, lubricant and ultraflexible sewer tube (only in the sewer box).
The top will remain open in an angle of
900 and it mentions all article numbers.
As the interior of the box absorbs little
moist, the nozzles are stored in the right
condition. In brief: one of life’s little conveniences! For special action prices you
can call +31 (0)180 46 28 88.

We, for example, mounted a large reel with
25 metres of suction hose on the tank. The
suction hose is guided over a suction arm
which can rotate 1800 and extend 120 cm.
This can all be controlled with the help of a
small remote control and is therefore quite
ergonomic for the operating staff.

Ladog for RINSING AND STREWING
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To keep the city of Breda clean they already make use of the KOKS-Bucher sweeper/
suction machine 2020. Now, a Ladog vehicle to rinse and strew roads and cycle tracks
has also been added to the car fleet.

The municipality of Breda recently took
possession of the first Ladog with a Euro
IV engine. Thus this piece of equipment
is completely in line with the policy of
durable entrepreneurship. Even though
there is no statutory obligation concerning the emission levels, Breda did already
chose a durable solution of KOKS.
The many application possibilities, such as
rinsing streets, brushing weeds and winter
service, render this edition very special
and extremely complete.

Out of the wood thanks to knowledge of
FIRE LADDERS

AQ-RENT BELGIUM
rents at full throttle

In case of dramatic events like fires, evacuations, disasters and incidents we hope that
the emergency services turn out with all their equipment and are there for us.

To guarantee this preparedness, the fire brigades should be able to count on adequate
and quick service for their equipment. ITEVMGM can refer to itself as the expert in the
area of maintenance and repair of fire
ladders. As a result of its all-round knowledge the technical squad of ITEV-MGM is
absolutely not bound by brands. Even stronger, ITEV-MGM personally manufactures its
components as a result of which older and
unknown fire ladders can also be kept in
a good condition

AQ-RENT

nv has existed for almost a

year. Since the start in Belgium the rental
fleet has expanded quite nicely and the
demand for rental equipment has significantly increased.

Many interested parties have seen us and
our equipment at the Ifest exhibition in Ghent
and at the Matexpo exhibition in Kortrijk.
Others were introduced through the short
or long term rent of equipment. In Belgium
we are now easier to find as our company
sign is adorning our building at the Tulpenstraat in Eke-Nazareth. Moreover, with ITEVMGM in Ittre we also have an additional
service location. Thus, AQ-RENT is the place
to be for short and long term rent of cleaning equipment without staff for all sorts of
cleaning activities. Feel free to call our Planning Department at +32 (0)9 211 12 78 and
we will be more than happy to help you…
fast, good and economical.

Cost-saving TOP-CLASS SWEEPERS for durable entrepreneurs
The last couple of years KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek has, in close cooperation with its customers and supplier Bucher-Schörling,
put a lot of energy in the further development of the Bucher 5000 series.

This medium-sized sweeper is available in
a 50 and an 80 km/hour edition. This also
makes this type extraordinary suitable for

New series
of ENZ
CHAIN DRILLS

municipalities and private companies with
large driving distances to the work. In itself
not a new phenomenon but in this case it

is in combination with the advantages of a
177 HP Mercedes engine (strong, economic
and silent) with at least Euro 4 or Euro 4
Tier 3, a short wheelbase with a four-wheel
steering (very flexible) and a large radius
of action (150-litre fuel tank; 800-litre
water tank). For durable entrepreneurs a
particle filter is an option and all equipment
is Pm10 certified.
Machines, which are inspected and maintained in time, work longer and cost less.
We will be pleased to inform you, how
you can keep the machine on the road as
long as possible by regularly inspecting the
same. For this purpose KOKS Milieu- en
Voertuigtechniek offers, among others, three
costsaving maintenance contracts. Inquire
about the possibilities. On the basis of your
wishes we can also offer a tailored supply
of services. That is the ‘KOKS approach’, but
perhaps you already knew this.

DRY SUBSTANCES truck “Megavac”
lets people turn their head
Recently KOKS Special Products was allowed to manufacture the first Megavac for the
new company, Koppenol Industriële & Civiele Services.

Koppenol is, among others, specialised in
the suction of fly ash and the blowing of roof
gravel. The truck complies with the latest
requirements in the area of technique, noise
standards, emissions and safety. With a

You

do not have an address for chain

drills with 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2” connections? Now you can call upon ROM in
Barneveld!

This new series of ENZ chain drills can already
be used in case of a capacity of 20 l/min. The
small measures and thereto pertaining extras,
render the chain drills particularly suitable
for sewers with a diameter from 40 to 150
mm. Thanks to the plastic ring on the heads
of these chain drills they are ideal to clean
sewers which have been repaired by means
of re-lining (cured-in-place method).

capacity of 8,000 m3 of air ventilation per
hour suction and blowing over a large
distance will be possible without any difficulty. This renders actions at locations which are
hard to reach a lot easier.

SWEEPER SUBSIDY
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Apart from the Walloon provinces in Belgium, the Flemish community has now also
started subsidising new cleaning equipment and other environmentally beneficial
investments.

Conjointly the government and OVAM put
lots of work in fighting litter throughout
Belgium and to process street and domestic
refuse in a responsible manner. They, for
example, enable towns and municipalities to
purchase a piece of cleaning equipment from
1 to 4 m3 with a subsidy of 50%. For ITEV custom-

ers this consequently applies to the purchase
of the sweepers Bucher Cityspider, Bucher
2020 and Bucher 5000. Taking the large
number of applications into account the subsidy scheme has been expanded up to at least
the end of 2008. ITEV has prepared an information brochure which is waiting for you.

POOPER SCOOPER
SCOOTER SUCCESS
in the Netherlands
After

the success in Belgium, the Cita-

din pooper scooper scooter has now also
found its way to the Netherlands. KOKS
Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek sold the first
piece to Saver.

New EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIONS
KOKS

Ridderkerk has obtained the exclusive European representations of APS

(Advanced Pressure Systems) from the American Texas and StoneAge Waterjet Tools
from the American Durango.

APS is a young and dynamic manufacturer of
first-quality accessories for high pressure

cleaning up to 3,000 bar. You should particularly think about tipping jets, foot valves,
tipping valves, double jet control, lances,
nipples and nozzles. The founders (previously
the founders of CRS) are former employees of
Gardner & Denver known for their tipping jets
with cartridge system. APS has a comparable
top-class product which, when it comes to
weight and quality, does, however, have a
more favourable reputation.
The hydraulically braked, rotating nozzles,
swivels, lance machines and sewer nozzles of
StoneAge Waterjet Tools have been a sounding name for many decades.

This faeces remover is bases on a Yamaha
motor scooter with a 125 cc engine block.
This scooter is equipped with a completely
integrated suction system and is provided
with a water sprinkler on both sides. The
low-placed faeces tank can easily be emptied and cleaned. With this top-class piece
of equipment Saver has purchased the optimum combination of driving comfort, ergonomics and cleaning efficiency.

Designer SEWER CLEANING TRAILER
The

sewer cleaning trailer ROM 900 is

completely new where design is concerned but also when it comes to technique. The stylish design and the optimum
user friendliness in combination with the
highly complete equipment render the
ROM 900 unique of its kind.

In a standard manner the ROM 900 is provided with, among others, a 2700 rotating,
hydraulically driven high pressure reel
(lockable under each angle), a rotating control
panel and stainless steel draining collector
(prevents decontamination of the machine), a
sophisticated noise reduction package and a
fuel meter. The professional ROM 900 is suitable for the de-plugging, unblocking and
cleaning of domestic connections and the main
sewer system up to Ø 500 mm. In addition to
the extensive basic edition, ROM offers a wide
range of options and accessories. This trailer
with oil track prevention and drainage
cleaning can, for example, be deployed in
a multi-functional manner.

SCHÖRLING
RAIL TECH
on track

Busy with two SPECIALS

That KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek, as

Boshuis is a long known customer for ROM. As a result of an expansion of its activities

a rail specialist, takes care of the represen-

Boshuis decided to also take the plunge with another ‘daughter’ of the KOKS Group.

tation of Zweiweg and Zagro will surely
be known to most ‘parties in the rail line
of business’. New to this list of suppliers is
Schörling Rail Tech.

Through the representation of Zweiweg and
Zagro, KOKS MVT can provide the market
with a wide range of operating equipment
for on and adjacent the track. Recently
the newly incorporated German rail/road
vehicle manufacturer Schörling Rail Tech has
been added to this list. This company can
rely on extensive experience in the line of
business. The rail/road equipment of
Schörling Rail Tech constitutes a welcome
addition to our product package and thus
offers more possibilities to you.

Therefore, KOKS Special Products was quite
pleased with the beautiful order for two special vehicles: a jetting truck HDW 18.0/
250 ARP and a vacuum truck ErgonVac
VW 17.0. The high pressure truck has an

18 m3 aerated water tank and a high pressure pump of 210 bar at 466 l/min. The
vacuum truck was delivered with a 17 m3
sludge tank, a 3,000 m3 vacuum pump and
25 metres of suction hose on the tank.

Three-day ‘refuse tour’
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ITEV has carried out a three-day tour passing by many of its customers with its showpieces for the disposal of street refuse and the collection of domestic refuse. These demonstrations have led to nice reactions and useful feedback.

The street refuse exhauster Diabolo is ideal to
clear shopping streets and town centres from
cans, cigarette ends and other litter. Carré
Galopin manufactures these machines in a
petrol and an electronically driven edition.
The batteries of the latter have a warranty of
no less than 4 years. In particular the large,
double wheels on the front and the easy, light
loading and unloading of the refuse bin were
very well received. One of the largest advantages of these machines is that they can work
on the pavement without hindering the
pedestrians. The assembled exhaustion tube
can suck litter within a diameter of 4.5 metres
without any difficulty.

container or trailer our mini domestic refuse
trucks do dispose of a compacting installation
and going back and forth to unload therefore
belongs to the past. The ‘regular’ B driving
licence suffices to drive this 5 m3 domestic

refuse truck. Our answer to the often raised
question for a larger type is a 6.3 m3 model
on a 7.5 ton frame.

To many customers the PB mini domestic
refuse truck provides the practical solution for
the collection of domestic refuse at town
centres with narrow streets and locations that
are difficult to reach. During our tour we were
informed that customers would also like to use
this vehicle to collect landscape refuse.
Contrary to the light trucks with a loading

Innovative: MULTIVAC
MultiVac

is the latest innovation at

KOKS Special Products. This name stands
for a vacuum lorry equipped with two
vacuum pumps.

KOKS Special Products has recently built
such a MultiVac for AVR. The two mounted
Siemens pumps provide a total capacity of
4,800 m3/hour. To use the complete yield
of the two pumps 2 separate company
water tanks and 6” tubes are fed by means
of the tipping point. As a result of this layout good company water management is
guaranteed and air resistance in the tubes
will only develop as little as possible.

SEWER in the picture
Due

to new European legislation the complicated and sometimes strongly outdated

sewer network in the densely populated Belgium needs to be recorded.

Within this framework the company B. Steen
B.V.B.A. has extensively thought-out investing
in an Ibak sewer inspection lorry of ITEV. By
this it owns the first vehicle in Belgium which
can carry out a complete sewer inspection in
accordance with the European directives. ITEV
has the intention to organise two sewer study
days in 2008, during which the vehicle of B.
Steen will be demonstrated and a professional
sewer expert will elucidate the European legislation. By that time we will invite all boards and
private individuals active in the sewer cleaning
line of business for this informative day.

INFO
For more information, please contact:

KOKS GROUP

Diamantweg 1, 1812 RC Alkmaar, Holland		
Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99
Fax +31 (0)72 540 55 40
www.koks.com; info@koks.com
THE KOKS GROUP INCLUDES:
	KOKS Milieu- en Voertuigtechniek bv – Holland

	Specialist in road maintenance equipment
Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99, www.koksmvt.com
KOKS Ridderkerk bv – Holland

	Specialist in high-pressure, hot water technology,
sewer inspection and sanitation technology
	Tel. +31 (0)180 46 28 88,
www.koksridderkerk.nl
KOKS Special Products bv – Holland

	Specialist in cleaning and vehicle technology for
industry and municipalities
	Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99,
www.koksspecialproducts.com
ROM bv – Holland

 pecialist in sewer cleaning equipment
S
and portable toilets
Tel. +31 (0)342 49 04 17, www.rombv.com
EUROM s.r.o. – Czech Republic

	Specialist in high-quality parts and
the development of sewer cleaning equipment
Tel. +42 (0)544 23 45 05, www.eurom.cz

Ideal ‘way of sales’
discovered in the Czech Republic
That

ever more customers know their

way to the sales office of EUROM in the
Czech Brno tells something about the
growing demand for high-pressure and
sewer cleaning machines in the Czech
Republic and in Slovakia.

The customers highly appreciate that these
products can directly be purchased in Brno
and that the service is also carried out here.
More than enough reason to conclude that
we follow the right ‘way of sales’.

KOKS diary 2008
11 - 15
February

VSK
Trade fair for the
installation line of business

Jaarbeurs, Utrecht,
the Netherlands
www.vsk.nl

ITEV nv – Belgium

	Specialist in equipment for road maintenance
and municipal and industrial cleaning
Tel. +32 (0)9 211 12 78, www.itev.be
ITEV-MGM sa – Belgium

	Specialist in equipment for road maintenance
and municipal and industrial cleaning
Tel. +32 (0)2 367 67 00, www.itevmgm.be
AQ-RENT bv – Holland

Specialist in the rental of cleaning equipment
Tel. +31 (0)72 540 66 99, www.aq-rent.eu

AQ-RENT nv – Belgium

Specialist in the rental of cleaning equipment
Tel. +32 (0)9 211 12 78, www.aq-rent.eu

gecertificeerd

VGM CHECKLIST AANNEMERS

05 - 09
May

IFA

20 - 22
May

Vodovody-Kanalizace/
VOD-KA

Messe München International,
München, Germany
International trade fair
for water, sewage water,
www.ifat.de
refuse and recycling
			

Water management trade fair

21 - 24
October

Brno Exhibition Centre,
Brno, Czech Republic
www.bvv.cz/envibrno-gb

		
IFEST
Flanders Expo, Gent, Belgium
Trade fair for the environment, www.ifest.be
energy and safety at work

